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Web Applications Cookie Policy

Dear User,

We inform you on the way Intesi Group S.p.A. manages cookies, pursuant to EU Regulation 2016/679 and

Legislative Decree of 10 August 2018 nr. 101 (containing provisions to adapt the national law to the

aforementioned Regulation), European Parliament and Council Directive 2002/58/EC of 12 July 2002 (as

amended by Directive 2009/136/EC of 25 November 2009), Guarantor Provision of 10 June 2021 and any

other regulatory provisions in force and/or that should be subsequently issued on this matter.

Data Controller Identity and Contact Details

The Data Controller is Intesi Group S.p.A., based in Via Torino 48, 20123 Milan (MI). VAT ID 02780480964.

PEC address intesigroup@legalmail.it.

What Are Cookies?

Cookies are text strings that the websites (so-called ‘first parties’) visited by users or different websites or

web servers (so-called ‘third parties’) place and store within the user's terminal device, in order to

retransmit them to the same sites on the next visit.

What Are Cookies Used For?

Cookies are used for various purposes, i.e. to perform computer authentication, to manage user

preferences, to increase website performance, to memorise configurations set by the user, to analyse web

traffic, user’s preferences and behaviour.

What Cookies Does The Data Controller Use?

The Data Controller uses the following Cookies; -

Technical Cookies - Cookies necessary for the website to operate properly in order to guarantee the user an

efficient browsing and a stable session.

Functionality Cookies - Cookies used to improve website browsing based upon the choices made by the user

(e.g. language chosen, user authentication for the whole session duration).
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Who Are The Involved Parties?

Publisher - It has a double role towards users accessing the website, i.e. it is the Data Controller for cookies

installed on its own website, and it is an intermediary for Third Parties’ cookies.

Third Parties – They are the Data Controllers for cookies installed through the Publisher’s website.

Legal Basis For Data Processing

By virtue of the function performed and within the aforementioned limits and conditions, Intesi Group SpA,

as the Data Controller, is subject to the sole obligation to provide specific information for the use of Cookies,

as their use is included in a codified case of exemption from the obligation to acquire the Data Subject’s

consent.

Third Parties Cookies

The website also acts as an intermediary for Third Party Cookies (e.g. buttons for access), used to provide

additional services and features to users and to simplify the use of the website itself. This website has no

control over cookies entirely managed by Third Parties and does not have any access to information

collected through those cookies. Third Parties directly provide any information on the use of those cookies

and their purposes, as well as on how to disable them.

The user can manage his/her own cookies preferences through the features existing in any common

browsers (Microsoft IE and Edge, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Apple Safari), which allow to

delete/remove cookies (all or some of them) or to change the browser settings in order to block cookies

sending or to limit it to specific websites (rather than others). It is possible to find out how to configure the

browser settings (usually accessible from the "Tools" bar) by going to the "Support" web pages of the

aforementioned browsers’ providers (identifiable as well through a common search engine). Disabling

cookies does not prevent from using the website services. However, if all cookies are deleted/blocked,

including technical cookies, some operations might not be performed or would be more complex and/or

less secure, e.g. the execution of activities within the website Reserved Areas (in fact, cookies allow to

perform and keep the user’s identification within the session).

Data Subjects Rights

Pursuant to articles 15 - 22 of EU Regulation 2016/679, at any time the Data Subject has the right to

exercise the rights of access, rectification, cancellation, limitation, opposition and complaint, by sending a

request to dpo@intesigroup.com.


